INSTRUCTIONS FOR 30 DAYS PACKAGING:

You will need: ruler, scissors, glue, hobby knife, empty ball point pen or equivalent.


1) Locate the packaging.pdf file.

2) Burn to disc and bring to a local colour copy/printing shop.  We recommend asking them to print it onto a 100 pound stock, 12x18 sheet of paper.  11x17 also just barely works, if they're careful.

3) Trim printed sheet to the edges of the design.

4) Using a ruler to get a straight edge, take a fine ball-point-pen-like point (not too sharp or it will cut into the digitally-printed design) and slide it along the spine edges from top to bottom in order to score it, using blue spine at one end and black lines at opposite end as folding guides.

5) Fold along the three scored lines using a ruler to get good straight creases.

6) Using hobby knife, carefully slit along curved white lines at edges of solid blue and red areas.  Ensure you make two separate slits that do not join!

7) Turn  sheet over, apply glue to the approx 2/3rd of sheet between the Peppermill logo and the edge ie. "behind the tomatoes". The bit between the slit and the centre is where the CDs will slide.

8) Turn sheet back, fold along middle, pressing glued edge against non-glued edge.  Leave to dry, maybe wiht books piled on top to add pressure.

9) Fold inward along creased spine lines to create CD package.

10) Insert CDs.

11) Take CDs out again, listen to them. Repeat.

 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CD IMAGES:

 
1) Locate Set1-CD_image.pdf and Set2-CD_image.gif

2) Find or purchase a cheap photo printer that also prints onto cd surfaces, and arrange images so they're centered on each disc.

3) Instead of printing directly onto the cds you can also stick the images onto the discs if you have a cd label kit.  I don't have detailed instructions on how to do this, but I've seen examples done by friends and it can look very neat and professional.
